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ABSTRACT

Plasma-induced combustion (PIC) has been shown to improve the reliability, efficiency, and delay time of ignition in flight systems like augmentors and scramjets. These high-velocity systems are mostly used in military applications, and improvement may help commercial viability. To understand this chemical process, the concentration of radicals, particularly H radicals, must be tracked through the flame using laser diagnostics. This requires a steady source of plasma-assisted combustion to be secured and well-understood. A plasma torch flowing partially premixed air and methane was installed and successfully operated, and preliminary testing was carried out. Primarily it was observed that PIC created stable flames at equivalence ratios as low as 0.3, though under the same conditions the flame would not light without PIC even at an equivalence ratio of roughly 0.7. In addition, photos of the flame demonstrate the presence of CH radicals. A jump in current was observed at certain electrode voltages, at which the current would spike and heat transfer would increase. Turning off the plasma extinguished the flame immediately. These observations and others point to the potential of plasma to assist combustion. In addition, future laser experiments will benefit from the recorded procedure and documentation of the plasma torch installation and operation.
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